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FOURTH BUFFALO CAMP 
By Allen Cunniff             

 

The fourth annual 

Buffalo Camp was hosted 

by the Black River Buffalo 

Runners on 15-16 May, 

2021. Originally conceived 

by Mike Nesbitt a few years 

back and ably organized 

and executed by Mike, 

Jerry Mayo, Bob Delisle, 

and Tom Brown, the 

Buffalo Camp has become a much-anticipated annual 

event on our club calendar. Although the overall turnout 

was smaller than we had hoped, the enthusiasm of the 

participants more than made up for their numbers. This         

         The “Buffalo Camp” chair made by Will Ulry            event is the last for our group before they load up the 

wagons for the (generally) annual sojourn to Forsyth, MT, to participate in the Matthew Quigley Buffalo Rifle 

Match in June. In preparation for that trip, the Buffalo Camp showcases Quigley-esque skills as well as 

provides several days of social opportunities to compare notes and talk over trip plans. This year, six “hunters” 

from the Black River Buffalo Runners will travel to Forsyth to participate in Quigley, an example of the interest 

the group is generating. The lessons learned there will be shared with those who stay behind. 

As in previous years, Buffalo Camp revolves around three primary blackpowder-only events. The first 

event, Little Quigley, is a 20-shot match using 4 steel silhouettes, all made by Young’s Point Manufacturing in 

Billings, MT, similar to those used at Quigley but downsized to relate to our local 100- 200-yard range. The 

silhouettes appear range proportionate to their actual sizes at Forsyth. Three silhouettes (buffalo, octagon, and 

diamond) are placed at 200-yards and each competitor takes five shots at each from a sitting position and firing 

off cross-sticks. Spotters are allowed to provide feedback. The fourth silhouette, the bucket, is placed at 100-

yards and each competitor shoots 5 shots offhand. The second event, the Meat Hunt, uses cartridge or 

muzzleloading rifles fired offhand to engage 15 steel silhouettes along a trail walk. Most competitors use period 

correct lever guns and calibers, but muzzleloaders have done very well over the last couple of years. The third 

event is the Pistol Shoot, engaging 10 steel silhouettes along the same trail walk. The Little Quigley and Meat 

Hunt Rifle scores are tallied for the cumulative total, the Pistol event is not. While the Little Quigley event is a 

more traditional range relay with an RSO calling the shooters’ names and scoring their hits, the Meat Hunt rifle 

and pistol events tend to be more social and informal.  

 

 

 

 
                                                      Allen’s deluxe ’74 in .45/70 caliber with the 30-inch barrel 

       The shooters in the Little Quigley fired in 2 relays, with the shooting line run by Tom Brown. As at 

Forsyth, shooters fired individually as their name is called, giving opportunity to rehearse firing, wiping or 

blowtube, and loading under realistic time constraints. Top score at the Little Quigley was fired by myself, 

using my Old Reliable C. Sharps 1874 in .45/70 and firing a 525 gr Lyman Ballard paper patched bullet over 73 

grains of Olde Eynsford 2F. I have been recently using that same load in my Danish rolling block but have 

returned to my favorite Sharps due to its superior set trigger. That load was effective, helping me score 17 hits.  

Close behind me in second place was “Loco Jeff” Ritter, whose 15 hits tied with Bob Delisle, but Jeff’s 

higher score on the bucket at 100 yards was the tiebreaker. Jeff used his C. Sharps 1874 Bridgeport in .45/90 

firing a 500 grain grease groove bullet over 75 gr of GOEX 1Fg. Bob sported his C. Sharps 1874 in .50/70, 



firing a 512 grain Ballard paper patch bullet over 60 gr of GOEX 1Fg. It should also be noted that Bob sights 

his .50/70 using a Buffalo Hunter’s Sporting Tang sight and open post front, possibly the most authentic setup 

on the line. No one can question his results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                     Bob DeLisle’s Carbine Hunters Rifle in .50/70 with the Distant Thunder sight 

              In fourth place was ponderous Mike Nesbitt, who earned that title either due to his tendency to 

think or to the fact that he is 21 hands tall. (Actually only 19 ½.) Mike scored 14 hits using his likewise 

ponderous “Hefty Hannah,” a favored C. Sharps Hartford in .44/77 caliber, who earned that title by weighing 

15+ pounds. Mike’s load used an Accurate Molds’ round nose grease groove bullet of 480 grains over 75 grains 

of GOEX Cartridge powder. 

Fifth place was taken by recent addition to 

the group Tom Witt, with 12 hits. Tom used a 

borrowed C. Sharps 1874 Hartford in .50/70, and 

earned further distinction with a high score of 4 

hits on the bucket. 

I was unable to shoot the Meat Hunt on 

Saturday due to personal reasons, but teamed up 

with Wes Davis (seen on the cover with the 

buffalo gong) and newcomer Cody Mehr on 

Sunday morning to fire both Rifle and pistol 

targets. We had a great time walking, talking, 

shooting, and teasing each other throughout the 

course. I can’t say when I’ve had a more relaxing 

and enjoyable day of shooting.  

When the literal smoke had cleared, the 

Meat Hunt was won by Cody Mehr, using his .54        Tom Witt checks the height of his X-stick with the action open  

Hawken caplock muzzleloader. Cody was the only shooter to clean the trail with a perfect score of 15. In fact, 

the only shooters to ace the course since 

Buffalo Camp’s inception have used 

muzzleloaders. Next year, a suggested rule 

change might require muzzleloader shooters to 

wear 2 masks over their eyes. Cody shows all 

the signs of buffalo fever, and we expect to see 

him as a factor in future shoots. Second place 

went to Bob Delisle, who only missed one 

target. Bob’s near center tiebreaker target gave 

him the edge over Jerry Mayo, also with 14 hits.  

The Pistol event was also taken by Cody 

Mehr, shooting a recently purchased .54 

caplock pistol. Cody has quickly mastered this 

pistol, scoring 8 of 10 on the trail. Second place 

went to Will Ulry and third to Tom Witt, each 

with identical scores of 7. 

The Aggregate award is based on the 

combined scores (10 points per hit) of the Little    

Cody Mehr with his traditional .54 Hawken                            Quigley and the Meat Hunt rifle score. This 

year’s Aggregate champion was Bob Delisle with a combined score of 290 points. I took second place, likewise 



with 290 points but was bested by Bob’s superior tiebreaker target. Third place went to Mike Nesbitt with his 

score of 260. Tom Witt and Jerry Mayo closed out the top 5 with scores of 230, Tom having the superior 

tiebreaker.  And the list could go on, all shooters were able to pick a prize. 

This year’s Buffalo Camp was blessed with beautiful weather, ideal conditions both for shooting as well 

as camping. Another blessing was the array of prizes, and the generous sponsors who donated prizes included 

C. Sharps Arms, Wolfe Publishing Company, The Single Shot Exchange, SPG Sales, John Walters, Accurate 

Molds, Tommymaker, Ironhorse Industries, Bear River Powder, Bob Delisle, Will Ulry, Wes Davis, and the 

estate of our good friend Don Kerr, whose absence was keenly noted by us all. Also, particular thanks to Tom 

Brown for his selfless dedication to ensuring a smooth-running competition and camp. 

 
L to R, back row; Jerry Mayo, Wes Davis, Tom Witt, Phil Weibe, Ralph Birmingham, Tim Sampson, Dewayne Pritchett  Front 

row; Allen Cunniff, Bob Delisle, Loco Jeff Ritter, Mike Nesbitt, Will Ulry with “C”  Not pictured; Cody Mehr, Tom Brown 

I must add some personal observations about the events leading up to this year’s Buffalo Camp. Club 

shooters benefitted greatly from the deliberately planned matches and practice shoots designed to broaden our 

BPCR shooting skills, placing shooters outside their comfort zones in order to experience equipment and 

techniques they might not otherwise take the time to try. These decisions are a cooperative effort with club 

members providing input and suggestions, but much of the impetus can be placed on Mike Nesbitt and Jerry 

Mayo. Their energy is compelling and contagious and has resulted in a diverse developmental program that has 

benefitted all. One of the specialty matches is mainly for .50/70 rifles. This at times necessitated borrowing 

equipment in order to develop loads and practice beforehand. Another specialty match was for paper patched 

loads, a technique in which few of our shooters had experience. Many a bullet mold and loading technique was 

shared in preparation for that event. As a result of the research and collaboration that ensued, club members 

deepened their knowledge and appreciation of the tools and techniques available to them. Additionally, 

members learned to like what they saw; not surprisingly, a number of new .50/70 rifles are currently on order 

and shooters who vowed never to shoot paper-patched bullets (such as myself) have found renewed interest. It 

is worth noting that this variety and emphasis on basic skills has made a profound difference in our club 

members and the growing levels of competition we see. By sharing equipment, techniques, tips, and lessons 

learned, we have seen increased local interest in the sport, as well as increased participation from outsiders at 

our monthly shoots. Practices have become events that consistently encourage participation, and many have 

noted increased enthusiasm.  Given the events of the past year, it is a welcome respite to be able to meet and 

share with friends. 

 

 
“A man's rights rest in three boxes; the ballot box, jury box, and the cartridge box,”– Frederick Douglass 
 



  



    OLD WEST CENTERFIRES 
                                                                                      By Jerry Mayo 

It was a beautiful day for our second Old West Centerfires match of 

2021.  Shooting these old buffalo rifles today is really quite amazing.  For those 

shooting originals or part originals, they are firing big bore cartridges through 

sometimes 150 year old steel.  And there are quite a few of these “oldies” out 

here.  Think about that for a minute.  I’ll tell you this; there were some folks 

bringing their “A” game on this day.  We had a 100 scored at 200 yards along 

with five scores in the nineties at that same distance.  All total we had thirteen 

shooters today and that’s a great turnout for this event.  We must continue to 

take the necessary precautions to prevent the spread of Covid-19 virus. Social distancing and appropriate face covering 

were utilized as dictated by our elected officials.   

We appreciate Mr. Dan Johnson for serving again as our Range Safety Officer and keeper of the peace. The 

match, as usual, consisted of ten shots at 100 yards at a single bullseye target and ten more at 200 yards to a 200 yard 

single bull target.  Those who partake in the black powder cartridge arts are painfully aware that a large part of this game 

is the wind.  In the community “wind” is usually preceded by the explicative of your choice.  Today the wind was 

sporadically gusting from behind.  With these rounds being somewhat sensitive to the wind, these conditions can result in 

driving your bullet a bit lower than you expected.  There is certainly some entertainment value to watching the symphony 

of sight adjustments up and down the line in an attempt to outguess Mother Nature.  I think it was Bluebonnet Butter that 

said, “It’s not nice to fool Mother Nature”.   

We had a first time shooter with us today.  Tom 

Harris joined us and we’re happy to have him.  Tom 

came up from Woodland, Washington.  He saw an 

advertisement in Single Shoot Exchange for our match 

and reached out to Mike Nesbitt who led him our way.  

You may notice that Tom shot a respectable 73 at 100 

yards but there’s a 0 for the 200 yard score.  Don’t let 

this fool you.  Tom did not have the opportunity to sight 

in his .45/70 Lyman Sharps at 200 yards.  After doing 

so prior to shooting the “After match” he aced the 200 

yard gong in the sitting position and overall came one 

shot from winning the whole thing.  Good job Tom! 

The winning shooter for the day was Ken 

Kurfurst with his .45/90 Rolling Block.  Ken’s 92-X at 

100 yards and 97-2X at 200 yards resulted in a winning 

score of 189-3X.  The second and third place shooters     
           Tom Harris, on the firing line   

also scored in the 180’s.  “Loco” Jeff Ritter, with his .45/90 Rolling Block totaled 

187-3X while Mike Nesbitt shot his .44/70 from C. Sharps Arms and posted a 

183-2X.  Curt Lokovsek took fourth place with 179-2X using his original action 

.45/90 Remington Hepburn.  Some of that ‘old steel’ we were talking about.  

Rounding out the top five is Allen Cunniff using his .45/70 Remington Rolling 

Block.  Allen scored 76-X at 100 yards and an impressive 100-4X at 200 yards for 

a total of 176-5X.  An outstanding target!  

Tom Witt has the black powder cartridge bug.  Until his C. Sharps 

Hartford arrives he used a C. Sharps on loan from Mike Nesbitt and came in sixth 

with a total of 169.  Next came Phil Wiebe with his favorite .45/90 scoring 166-X.  

In eighth place is Bob DeLisle still throwing .45/70 paper patch bullets from his 

Pedersoli Sharps for a 162-3X total.  Wes Davis had a 157 for a ninth place finish 

using his .45/70 C. Sharps and in tenth place with a recently built .45/90 

Remington Rolling Block was Jeff “Doc” Ritter with a 146.  I used my “Little              Allen Cunniff’s 200-yard bullseye  

Fifty” .50/70 Remington Rolling Block to score 138-X.  As previously stated, Tom Harris scored a 73 and Tom Herman, 

with the only .50/70 Springfield Trapdoor on the line fired a 33.   



 

.                                                          SCORES FOR THIS MATCH 
Name                                     Rifle/Cartridge                                 100 yd.           200 yds.               Total            Accum 

1
st
  Ken Kurfurst            Rem Rolling Block .45/90            92-X             97-2X                 189-3X         376-6X 

2
nd

 Loco Jeff Ritter        Rem Rolling Block .45/90                        92-X  95-2X                 187-3X         374-5X 

3
rd

  Mike Nesbitt             1874 C. Sharps Arms .44/70                     87                 96-2X               183-2X         355-4X             

4
th

  Curt Lokovsek         Remington Hepburn .45/90          86-2X           93-X                   179-3X         367-5X 

5
th

 Allen Cunniff             Rem Rolling Block .45/70                         76-X  100-4X                176-5X         365-8X 

6
th

 Tom Witt             1874 CSA Hartford .50/70                         81        88                169               331 

7
th

 Phil Wiebe             1874 C. Sharps Arms .45/90          78-X               88          166-X           304-3X 

8
th

 Bob DeLisle             Pedersoli ‘74 Sharps .45/70                       74-X              88-2X                162-3X         162-3X 

9
th

 Wes Davis             1874 C. Sharps Arms .45/70           72     85                      157               310-X 

10
th

  “Doc” Jeff Ritter    Rem Rolling Block .45/90                 55                  91                       146              263 

11
th

 Jerry Mayo             Rem Rolling Block .50/70            61-X    77                138-X          255-X 

12
th

 Tom Harris              Lyman 1878 .45/70                                      73                   0                       73                73 

13
th

 Tom Herman          Trapdoor Springfield .50/70                        33                   0                       33                33         

         
  Not shooting in this match 

       Will Ulry             1874 Shiloh Sharps .45/70                         51-X              87-X                138-2X           138-2X 

 

For the yearly aggregate today’s score will be added to the total of the January 2021 match.  The “Accum” 

column in the match scores shows how each shooter is progressing.  The yearly aggregate score for each shooter will be 

the sum of their best five matches shot during this year.  Aggregate prizes will be awarded in November.   

These “Buffalo Runners”are, left to right standing, Loco Jeff Ritter, Allen Cunniff, Tom Witt, Ken Kurfurst, Jerry 

Mayo, Bob DeLisle, Curt Lokosvek, and Phil Wiebe, kneeling, Mike Nesbitt, Wes Davis, and Tom Harris. 

 

For our after-match we went back to gongs at 100 and 200 yards.  The order of fire is 5 shots at the steel buffalo 

at 200 yards using cross sticks and 5 shots at the Quigley style bucket from 100 yards offhand.  These gongs are reduced 

in size to represent their actual Quigley size/distance when viewed through sights on our 200 yard range.  As it seems to 

always be, the offhand shot at the bucket at 100 yards representing the 350 yard bucket on the Quigley range also shot 

offhand decides the match.   

Wes Davis quietly, as quietly as a buffalo rifle can be, posted a perfect score of 10, getting a solid hit with every 

shot.  Curt Lokovsek and Tom Harris both hit nine gongs and Curt won the tie breaker with more offhand hits.   
 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Product Review - Deith Allies’ Case Annealer 
By Allen Cunniff 

 

Anyone who reloads recognizes the 

importance of reducing or eliminating variations 

from round to round to achieve greatest accuracy. 

As cases are worked repeatedly, the brass becomes 

hardened and more brittle, causing variations in 

neck tension as well as case splitting. By annealing 

brass through a controlled application of heat, the 

brass is returned to a desirable temper. Properly 

annealed brass will have extended life and more 

consistent neck tension from shot to shot. 

Especially during recent times of materiel 

shortages, extending life on cases has added appeal.  

The annealing process itself can be labor 

and time intensive when done by hand. In the past, 

my standard manual technique was to place the 

individual case in a deep well socket and rotate the 

brass either by hand or using a drill as the mouth of 

the case was heated by a propane torch, and 

estimating proper temperature by the color change 

in the brass. Although generally effective, this slow 

process limited the number of cases I had the 

energy to sit and treat at one session.  

 

 

 
Annealing unit front showing controls 

While walking Traders Row at the 2018 Quigley, I 

happened across Deith Allies (pronounced ah-LEES), a 

denizen of Forsyth, MT, whose display showcased an annealer 

of his own design and production. With a footprint of 

approximately 10”x8”, heated by propane and powered by 

110v current, the Allies annealer is a bench ready tool. It is fed 

by hand and requires simple operator attention to ensure proper 

feed and to clear potential jams. Its variable speed covers a 

time during which the case is under flame ranging from a high of 

30 seconds (001 on the display) to of a low of 4 (100 on the 

display), and allows the user to select a dwell time for the case 

under heat. Compact and affordable, it represented a promising 

increase in productivity over my traditional technique. That 

product stuck in my mind, and although I didn’t make a 

purchase that day, I finally acquired one this year. 

After a short setup, I was ready to start annealing. 

Using a small propane bottle, I first tested the annealer on a 

batch of .45/70 brass that had recently been cleaned and dried. 

The proper setting for time was determined using Tempilac to 

determine the heating time necessary to produce the desired                       Back showing electronics                                                               



temperature, and from that point the speed setting 

remaine unchanged. In my case, a display of 045 

provided me 7 seconds of time in the flame for each case. 

The untreated brass was positioned on the feed ramp 

while the drum rotated alongside. At the proper 

moment, a slot cut into the drum allowed the brass to 

drop from the feed into the drum, where it rotated in the 

flame of the torch.  

 Meantime, I placed the next case on the feed. At 

the end of the predetermined time, the annealed brass 

dropped through the slot into the water in the catch pan 

and the cycle was repeated. (The reader may note in the 

photos what appears to be damage to the edge of the slot 

in the drum; these bends are part of the design as built 

by Deith, and ensure proper feed and ejection of the 

case.) The initial batch of brass fed quickly through the 

machine until it was gone, at which time I took the 

opportunity to continue with other, larger quantities of 

cases from my stores.  

The machine worked flawlessly through cases in 

calibers ranging from .45/70, .45/90, .45/110, and 

.50/70. The torch head was easily adjusted to 

accommodate the longer or shorter cases, and they fed 

without problem as long as I ensured they were properly    

Operation with 7 seconds heat time per case  

positioned on the ramp. By the time I finished my 

test, I had annealed hundreds of cases that would 

still be waiting for me to get around to doing by 

hand. I later connected the machine to a 25# 

propane tank from my barbeque. 

This required the separate purchase of the 

proper hose, but resulted in a more cost-effective 

source of fuel for years of extended operation. 

I wholeheartedly recommend the Allies 

annealer as a timesaving tool for enthusiasts. Its 

small footprint makes it an ideal tool for workbench 

operation. The automated consistency reduces 

variables in reloads, and its ease of setup and 

operation allows the user to anneal more often with 

less effort. It uses high quality components and 

design and contains sufficient adjustability to serve 

a range of users and calibers. It is guaranteed for 1 

year, parts and labor. The drum included handled 

the entire range of calibers that I put through it; 

other pan sizes are available at a nominal cost. The 

price of the Allies annealer is $175, which includes 

operating instructions.  Those interested in 

purchasing or having questions can contact Deith 

Allies, PO Box 1228, Forsyth, MY  59327; 

Telephone 406-351-3856, or look for Deith on 

Traders Row at the 2021 Quigley.                                                   Annealing setup with water bath 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A BUFFALO HUNT 

Compiled by Leo J. Remiger 

Over the years we have all read a lot of buffalo hunting stories, this is probably the first one that involved an 

Evans rifle, which would certainly not be my first choice for a buffalo gun. 

“In August, 1883, I was working for a cattle outfit, which employed about 40 men. We had just come off 

the spring roundup, where we had been for many weeks working about 22 hours a day and we had only 

recently caught up in our communication with the Land of Nod.  It was not many days until the once 

tired and worn out cowboy was thirsting for some excitement, and after a few fights between some of 

the boys over cards, several shooting scraps, in which, fortunately, none were killed, I was informed by 

the horse wrangler that while riding in a certain flat he had seen a large buffalo bull.  There was little 

need of his urging me to accompany him on a buffalo hunt on foot, for our 300 cow ponies were out on 

the range recuperating, preparatory to the calf and beef roundup, which was to begin in a few days.  

Although unusual to hunt buffalo on foot, we were of that age when "any old way" went, and being 

expert pistol shots, we had no fear.  Each of us obtained Evans rifles and with Colt's 45 caliber revolvers, 

we went out. The buffalo was lying down in an uncultivated meadow. To his left, extending in a semi-

circle was a dry creek, whose banks were 25 feet high. Up this bank my companion and I crawled and 

crept along some distance toward his lordship, until we had a good opportunity to open fire. He was 

then 150 yards away. We agreed to fire at the same time. Had we used our pistols we might have 

succeeded, but we chose the rifles, about which we knew little. After aiming steadily at his heart, we 

both shot simultaneously. His lordship arose, majestically, looked about, shook his shaggy head, and as 

the smoke directed his attention to his pursuers, he came toward us. 

“Keeping our eyes on this mighty beast, we at once attempted to manipulate the levers of our guns.  

Mine, curious to say, stuck; try as I might, I could not get another cartridge in and although I would not 

admit it, I seemed to be possessed of that peculiar feeling known to persons realizing they are in a tight 

place.  The buffalo ran 150 yards to where we were standing.  My companion went to the right.  I to the 

left, each hoping the buffalo would pursue the other fellow. 

Unfortunately for me I had in my right hip pocket a red cotton handkerchief, part of which protruded, 

and the bull singled me out as the person who had caused the pains in his side, for both bullets struck 

him, but too far back to produce instant death, and infuriated as he then was he came after me.  I 

dropped the gun and although strapped around me was “old faithful’' never once did I think to draw it 

and shoot his eyes out, as I could have done on other occasions.  The "hot path" was all that occurred to 

me then, and I ran as I never have run since, to the steep embankment.  When I reached it my courage 

failed me; I preferred to be gored to death rather than jump 25 feet. In my quandary I continued to run 

and every second the bull was gaining on me.  Already I could feel his hot breath on the back of my neck, 

but when in the act of jumping to the apparently bottomless pit, I heard a shot to my right, a groan just 

behind me and the bull sank dead in his tracks, my companion having had time to get his second wind. 

“After helping ourselves to some tenderloin steak and some of the shaggy mane for pillows for our beds, 

we retraced our steps to the ranch.  My companion ever afterward asserted that he had more nerve, 

was the better marksman and hunter, and was not in the least frightened after the bull got us in a 

corner; I was, however, too grateful to him for the timely shot, to claim any credit in the escapade. 

“Many years have passed since then, and I am still a hunter, having pursued all kinds of large game; yet 

the incident related is vivid in my memory. 

“V. H. Miller, Cripple Creek, Colorado” 

 



The following story from the same issue involves a .50 Sharps carbine, another cowboy, but no buffalo. 

A QUIET STALK 

“I have for the last 2 years been a constant reader of Recreation and like the stand you take in regard to 

game hogs.  I love to hunt large game, but prefer to stalk it and alone, matching my woodcraft against 

the cunning of the game. I have never used hounds and never shall use them; it looks to me like taking 

an unfair advantage. 

“In '77. when but 18 years old, I was a cowboy in Wyoming.  Antelope and deer were abundant on the 

plains and elk and bighorn in the mountains.  Every stream was full of trout. I was at what was once 

Millersville, at the confluence of Smith's and Black's fork rivers, 16 miles North east of Fort Bridger.  

Millersville was formerly a station of the overland pony express, but at that time it contained only 2 old 

log cabins and a log stable.  An old-timer named Charles Bates and I were the only inhabitants.   

“One morning, while riding down Black's fork, I saw a deer in the stream. The side of the river I was 

riding on was rocky and hilly, covered only with sage brush.  The other side was a level bottom and, in 

the bend of the stream, was a thicket of willows and cottonwoods about 400 yards long and 10 to 30 

yards wide.  I carried an old Sharps 50 caliber carbine, with front sight made of half an old copper cent.  

It was a good gun; I never had a better. 

“The deer saw me as soon as I saw him, and slowly walked out and into the thicket.  I could have shot 

him while he stood in the water, but did not. I concluded to get him later, to stalk him and give him a 

show for his life.  I knew he would stay in that cover during the day, if not disturbed. 

“At 3 that afternoon, taking an old pack horse, I was again on the hilly side of the thicket. I tied the 

horses to a sage brush, waded the stream, and began a careful stalking of the willows, most of the time 

on my hands and knees. I had covered nearly three quarters of the ground without finding the deer. The 

willows were so thick I could hardly see ten yards and in some places I could not stand upright.  In front 

of me lay a dead cottonwood trunk nearly 2 1/2 feet in diameter.  I carefully peered over it and ahead, 

but could see no deer.  I placed one hand on the trunk, then the other that held the gun, and was just 

raising my body up on the trunk, when something jumped up, not 12 inches away.  It was my buck.  I 

could have caught him by the horns as he raised his head, for the surprise was mutual, but in an instant 

he was up and going.  I sprang up to shoot, but bumped my head on an overhanging limb, nearly 

breaking my neck and sending me back to earth.  Before I could get up again the deer was out of sight. 

“I felt certain he would cross the stream where it was narrow and shallow at the lower end of the cover 

and make for the rough country on the other side.  To think was to act.  Being only about 10 feet from 

the bank I at once jumped into the water, which was there waist deep.  The buck was where I expected 

to see him.  He cleared the water at one bound, but fell dead on the farther shore, a bullet from my old 

Sharp's breaking his backbone.  I dressed him, pulled him across the water and started after the horses. 

“I walked on the prairie side of the thicket, leaving my rifle with the deer.  On my way another deer 

jumped up just at the edge of the willows and away he went.  While stalking the first deer I must have 

crawled within 20 feet of the second one without disturbing him.  Even the report of my rifle, not 200 

yards away, had not caused him to leave the brush. 

Frank Holz, Kansas City, Missouri.” 

Source 

“A Buffalo Hunt,” V.H. Miller and “A Quiet Stalk,” Frank Holz, Recreation Magazine, Volume XIX, No. 1, July 1903, 

PP 118-119 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  OUTSTANDING PRODUCTS:  by Mike Nesbitt 
 

 “Drop” and “Slide” from Tommymaker      

  

 

 Tommymaker has a couple of very handy items made of webbing for carrying cartridges.  The first of 

these (the top one) is simply called a Drop and it hangs from a belt loop or anything convenient to clip on to, 

holding ten or so cartridges.  That makes it handy for certain types of competition and what comes to my mind 

right away would be while trying to knock down chickens, offhand, in a silhouette match.  The Drop can be 

made for almost any caliber and the one shown appears to be sized for .45 Colt cartridges. 

 What might appeal to hunters a little more is the Slide, which slips on to any belt to quickly become a 

“cartridge belt” holding ten or so rounds of ammo.  The Slide shown in the picture has loops for .50/70 

cartridges and, as you can see, they are arranged in a 5 + 5 spacing.  Tommy says some of the double rifle 

hunters like their slides with loops space out as 2 + 2 + 2 so they can grab two cartridges at once for faster 

reloading, just in case they need to reload quickly. 

 The slides can be made for any caliber cartridges and for rifle cartridges such as the .45/70 the 

individual cartridge loops will probably be made of wider webbing. 

 Both of these two items are custom-made so don’t be afraid to tell Tommy what you want.  Ten 

cartridges on each of these carriers is, perhaps, normal but if you prefer twelve or fifteen just say so.  Of course 

adding work for Tommy might increase the price.  Tommymaker’s standard price for these handy items is just 

$30 apiece plus a bit more for sending it to you. 

Contacting Tommy is rather easy to do, especially by email.  You can quickly send an email note to 

tommymaker@yahoo.com, or call 785-475-3268.  His mailing address is; Tommymaker Custom Leather, 966 

CC5 Lane, Oberlin, Kansas 67749.  Tommy’s is a one-man shop and his cartridge belts along with these drops 

and slides are individually made for each order.  And you can expect to find him on Vendor’s Row at Quigley. 

 

 

  

mailto:tommymaker@yahoo.com


BOOK REVIEW: 
 

RUMINATIONS OF A LIFE LONG BULLET CASTER  
                                                                                                                   By Robert Ballowe 

 

 In the previous edition of “TASS” we 

reviewed PREPARATION OF MATCH 

AMMUNITION FOR BLACK POWDER 

CARTRIDGE RIFLES by Robert Ballowe 

and mentioned that this book, Ruminations of 

a Life Long Bullet Caster would be reviewed 

this time.  That’s not a hard promise to keep 

and reading Ballowe’s book on bullet casting 

was both enlightening and enjoyable. 

 The book itself is not a huge volume.  

It measures just 5 ½ by 8 ½ inches according 

to my handy yardstick and it contains 120 

pages, wire bound.  Those pages are divided 

into six informative chapters plus a separate 

conclusion.  The first chapter is appropriately 

devoted to “Bullet Metal, the old fashioned 

way.”  That is followed by chapters about; 

Bullet Moulds, Furnaces, Bullet Casting, 

Bullet Lubricants, and Sizing and 

Lubricating. Those are the chapter titles, 

which is why those subjects were capitalized.  

Having those subjects separated as they are 

allows the readers to skip ahead to read up on 

the particular corner of bullet casting that 

interests them the most. 

 There is also an introduction which is 

certainly very interesting.  This is where he 

explains how he got his start in casting 

bullets.  He even went commercial for a 

while, filling an order for 100,000 bullets at 

one time.  That’s a lot of casting for a one-

man operation.  The author’s background and 

the contents of this book are not devoted to 

black powder cartridge shooting.  BPCR bullets and casting are certainly mentioned, however, and he also 

speaks very highly of a ’74 Sharps rifle he bought new from C. Sharps Arms.  We can certainly say that casting 

bullets for black powder shooting does get its fair space in this book. 

 His Introduction actually ends with a great invitation for other shooters to try black powder cartridge 

shooting.  Maybe more shooters will follow up on that invitation and we know how great shooting black 

powder really is. 

 One place to get this excellent book (and I’m sure there are more) is from SPG Sales (www.shopspg.net) 

and they as $22 plus postage for it.  Right now it is on sale because if you order it along with PREPARATION 

OF MATCH AMMUNITION FOR BLACK POWDER CARTRIDGE RIFLES by the same author you’ll get 

both books with a $2 discount.  That web site address is www.shopspg.net. 

 

 

http://www.shopspg.net/


 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



A SHORT-RANGE PAPER PATCH MATCH 
           By Mike Nesbitt 

 

This was another specialty match, a version of our Old West Centerfire matches.  What made it special 

was the fact that it featured shots fired with paper patched bullets which are considered the most common type 

of bullets used during the buffalo hunts of the 1870s.  While using paper patched bullets in this match was not 

required, the shooters who did use paper patched bullets were given priority for the match placements and the 

awards.  The turnout for this match was slightly on the sparse side, only nine shooters, but that might be the 

fault of the unusually fine weather we had on the day picked out for the shooting.   

And out of those nine shooters, six of them did use paper patched bullets with varying degrees of 

success.  Those who did not use paper patched bullets were still welcome, certainly, but some of us feel that 

they did miss part of the fun. 

At the registration for this match, a small slip of paper was handed out to the shooters requesting rifle 

and load information.  The info received on that was quite helpful in adding a little data to this report and the 

questions asked on that slip of paper might be added to just for a little more information.  For now, the 

following report is made on the paper patch shooting in order of score.   

 

 

 
                                                                  Allen Cunniff won the match (again) and he was shooting his         

                          Remington rolling block, rebuilt to .45/70 using a 30-inch Shilen barrel.  

Allen stocked this gun with Treebone wood and C. Sharps Arms did the bluing and the 

               very attractive color casehardening.  He loaded his ammo with 525 grain bullets cast from a T. Ballard 

mold then wrapped with 9-pound onionskin paper, over 68 grains of Olde Eynsford 1 1/2F powder.  No lube 

was included in his load so he wiped his barrel between shots.  With that combination Allen shot the high scores 

at both 100 and 200 yards, finishing with a score of 192-4X, only 8 points below the 200 points possible. 

In second place you’ll find me, almost accidentally.  I was shooting a C. Sharps Arms ’74 Bridgeport 

rifle in .45/70 with a 34” Badger barrel.  I’ve had this rifle for two years after buying it used but unfired, and 

this was the first time I used it in a match.  (Probably not the last time…)  My load was built around a 525 grain 

bullet cast from a Hoch mold and wrapped with BACO 9-pound paper.  Those bullets were loaded over 70 

grains of compressed Olde Eynsford 1 1/2F powder with only a .030” Walters’ wad under the bullet.  Wiping 

between shots was necessary.  My score for the day was 180-2X and my 200 yard score was 94-2X which was 

the second high score for that distance. 

Phil Wiebe took 3
rd

 and it’s nice to see Phil coming up in the scoring.  He also used a C. Sharps Arms 

Model ’74, a Hartford target version with a 32-inch barrel, but his gun is chambered for the .45/90 cartridge.  

The bullet Phil used was cast from a Steve Brooks mold, a dual diameter bullet weighing 545 grains.  Those 

were wrapped in Seth Cole 55W paper and loaded without lubrication over 76 grains of Swiss powder 

(granulation not mentioned).  Phil scored an 80 at 100 yards and a 90 at 200 yards for a daily total of 170. 

Next was Wes Davis, also shooting a C. Sharps Arms Hartford target rifle but in .45/70 caliber and with 

a 34-inch barrel.  Wes had worked with Allen a little bit on developing a good load and his loading was 

identical to Allen’s with the same bullet and powder charge.  Like all of the shooters mentioned so far, Wes was 

wiping his rifle’s bore between shots rather than use lube in his loading.  And that was all successful because 

Wes shot the second highest score at 100 yards, a very respectable 89-X.  Then his 200 yard target wasn’t quite 

that good and Wes finished with a score of 163-X. 

Now we come to Bob DeLisle who was the manager of this match.  Bob used his Hunter’s Rifle-Carbine 

in .50/70 by C. Sharps Arms with the 26-inch barrel.  His bullets were cast from a Ballard mold, weighing 512 

grains, and wrapped with paper from Buffalo Arms Co.  Bob did use lube under his bullets, BPC from C. 

Sharps Arms, along with wads punched from milk cartons.  He had very respectable scores at both 100 and 200 

yards with a total of 163 points. 

Jerry Mayo, at the end of the list for our paper patch shooters, was shooting his still rather new 

Remington rolling block, rebuilt by C. Sharps Arms to a .50/70 caliber sporting rifle with a 30-inch barrel.  He 



was using a 425 grain bullet cast from a KAL adjustable mold wrapped with 9-pound paper from Buffalo Arms 

Co.  His bullets were loaded over 65 grains of Olde Eynsford 2F powder along with a .060” fiber wad and BPC 

lube.  Jerry simply needs to jiggle his loading just a bit to find out what his rifle really likes and then we’ll be 

seeing him shooting higher scores.  This time he finished with a score of 132. 

That was all 

of our paper patch 

shooters but we 

won’t ignore the 

others.  Next in line 

was Loco Jeff Ritter 

with a score of 161-

2X.  If Loco Jeff had 

been using paper 

patch bullets, that 

score would have 

moved him all the 

way up to 6
th

 place 

instead of 7
th

…  And 

he was followed by 

Doc Ritter and Tom 

Herman who were 

also shooting with 

grease groove 

bullets, enjoying the 

shooting with the 

rest of us. 

Shooting this 

paper patch match was certainly revealing to at least a couple of our shooters and we can’t be surprised if some 

of those shooters begin using paper patched bullets more often.  We also must thank Bob DeLisle for being the 

manager of this match and we’ll suggest that the Black River Buffalo Runners hold a paper patch match at least 

once per year.  This match is just a little different than the Old West Centerfires shoots but that little difference 

can make a big difference. 
SCORES FOR THIS MATCH 

PLACE/NAME  RIFLE/CARTRIDGE                         100YD  200YD   TOTAL  

1
ST

 Allen Cunniff  Remington Rolling Block .45/70            95-X                       97-3X              192-4X   

2
nd 

Mike Nesbitt  1874 C. Sharps Arms       .45/70            86                        94-2X                     180-2X  

3
rd

 Phil Wiebe  1874 C. Sharps Arms       .45/90            80-X              90-X              170-2X  

4
th

 Wes Davis                   1874 C. Sharps Arms     .45/70             89-X                            74                           163-X  

5
th

 Bob DeLisle   1874 C. Sharps Arms      .50/70             78                         85               163  

6
th

 Jerry Mayo   Remington Rolling Block .50/70            72                 60                            132  

7
th

 Loco Jeff Ritter  1874 C. Sharps Arms       .45/90             75-X               86-X                161-2X  

8
th

 Jeff “Doc” Ritter  Remington Rolling Block .45/90             63               81                144  

9
th

 Tom Herman  Mauser 71-84            .43 Mauser             0       55         55 

In the after-aggregate novelty event, only four shooters participated and to participate you needed to be 

using paper patched bullets again.  Scores were tight and offhand targets made the difference. Tied with six hits 

each were Mike Nesbitt and Bob DeLisle, again.  The tie was broken in Bob’s favor because Bob had the most 

offhand hits.  So Bob DeLisle took the pot.    
  AFTER-AGGREGATE SCORES    

 PLACE/NAME  CARTRIDGE  100YD  200YD             TOTAL  

 1st Bob DeLisle  .50/70  3 hits  3 hits                 6  

 2
nd

 Mike Nesbitt   .45/70  2  4   6  

 3
rd

 Jerry Mayo  .50/70  2 3  5  

 4
th

 Phil Wiebe  .45/90  1  3   4  

 

 



 


